Copyrights: Use of web/journal/conference paper material in thesis
Copyrights protect creative works like paintings, photographs, maps, computer codes, etc. even if they are
available from the internet. Copyrights exclude information contents of these works, non-creative (typical
solutions in the area) works including equations, commonly used tables and explanatory technical drawings
(there might be differences between different countries). If you and many colleagues end up to similar work (diagram,
drawing, etc) to present something (based on common rules you have in your science) it is not a creative
work: this could be a rough difference between creative and non-creative work. However, there are good
habits that have to be followed also with these non-protected works: that is referencing. This holds also for
citation, you have to mention the source of text.
Different organizations have given different use rights to their works. Therefore, search “terms of use” or
“license” (or similar) from the web site before using works you have found. If you cannot find the terms of
use you have to ask from the owner of the work.
For example, http://solargis.com/legal/terms-of-use-for-ghi-free-maps/ says that its free maps can be used if:
“Terms of use. The maps are free for public use, their reproduction and adaptation is authorised provided the
following source is acknowledged: GHI Solar Map © 2017 Solargis”.

Therefore, many times you have to put certain text in figure and table captions, and in reference provide link
to these pages. Maybe it is wise to save Terms of Use in your records until the thesis has been approved since
someone may ask do you have a permission, and you can easily check from your collection.
In our field, IEEE is a common publication forum. They have a web
https://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for this. It says (e.g.):

page

“IEEE has partnered with the Copyright Clearance Center to provide a web-based permission service using
RightsLink®. This service offers users the opportunity to obtain permission to reuse IEEE journal, conference and
standards copyrighted materials quickly, easily, and legally.
To use RightsLink, locate the content you wish to reuse in IEEE Xplore. Then click the "request permission" link
found on the abstract page or the Table of Contents page associated with that content.





How to obtain permission to reuse copyrighted material
How to access RightsLink, the electronic permissions service
Posting IEEE content on third-party servers
FAQ on permission to reuse copyright material (PDF, 287 KB)”

If you look at the FAQ above you will find:
“Does IEEE require individuals working on a thesis or dissertation to obtain formal permission for reuse?
The IEEE does not require individuals working on a thesis to obtain a formal reuse license, however, you must
follow the requirements listed below:
Textual Material
Using short quotes (or referring to the work within these papers) users must give full credit to the original
source (author, paper, publication) followed by the IEEE copyright line © 2011 IEEE.
In the case of illustrations or tabular material, we require that the copyright line
© [Year of original publication] IEEE
appear prominently with each reprinted figure and/or table.

If a substantial portion of the original paper is to be used, and if you are not the senior author, also obtain the
senior author’s approval.
Full Text Article
If you are using the entire IEEE copyright owned article, the following IEEE copyright/ credit notice should be
placed prominently in the references: © [year of original publication] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [author names, paper title, IEEE publication title, and month/year of publication]
Only the accepted version of an IEEE copyrighted paper can be used when posting the paper or your
thesis on line. In placing the thesis on the author's university website, please display the following message in a
prominent place on the website: In reference to IEEE copyrighted material which is used with permission in this
thesis, the IEEE does not endorse any of [university/educational entity's name goes here]'s products or services.
Internal or personal use of this material is permitted. If interested in reprinting/republishing IEEE copyrighted
material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating
new
collective
works
for
resale
or
redistribution,
please
go
to
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/rights_link.html to learn how to obtain
a License from RightsLink.”

In other words, in thesis and dissertation you can use figures and tables from IEEE publications if marked
properly © [Year of original publication] IEEE. If you are not sure, follow the procedure described earlier, i.e.,
use IEEE Xplore to ask permission.
City of Oulu maps: https://www.ouka.fi/oulu/kadut-kartat-ja-liikenne/tekijanoikeudet-ja-julkaisu. Can be used
with © Oulun kaupunki xxxx (year)

And so on. There are many web pages/sources that describe the terms of use. You just need to check. Even
our university has its photographs bank and the terms of use of these photos. This checking of usability is
typical activity in our (or indeed every) field where publications are done.
Creative Commons is an often-used license to allow free use of works, data, etc. Used, e.g., by government
for open data. There are rules, so check the given license. Often it means that you i) must give appropriate
credit, ii) provide a link to the license, and iii) indicate if changes were made.
More information in Finnish http://www.tekijanoikeus.fi/tekijanoikeus/, even link to the law.

Process if you have found an interesting picture, map, photograph, table for your thesis dissemination:
Under copyrights:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check who is the owner.
Check if there is the “terms of use” provided by the owner.
Follow the guidance given in the terms of use.
If you have to ask written permission (manual or automated), do so.
Save permissions (links, got ones, …) since often we (supervisors) ask “do you have a permission to
use this?”.

Not under copyrights:
1. Use reference according to good habits in the field.

Citation: use of citation from a published work is possible (with reference) according to Finnish law
(tekijänoikeuslaki 22§). Use must be appropriate. In a citation you either explain what you cited or use the
citation as part of your explanation; citations cannot be separate items without supporting text (in thesis).

Tekijänoikeudet yliopiston gradujen, diplomitöiden ja Acta-sarjan väitöskirjojen osalta:
http://libguides.oulu.fi/opinnaytteet/tekijanoikeudet
http://libguides.oulu.fi/actaopas/osajulkaisut

